
Price Action Combination - Expert Advisor 
(Pin Bar, Inside Bar Breakout, Engulfing Bar Breakout) 

EURUSD  (Hour, 4 Hour and Daily)  Results Summaries  

• Summaries  below used data from back test results provided on the website for each pair and time frame. (5 year back test)


• Optimization of EA Parameters were used to maximize Expectancy and Profit Factor and minimize draw down. This is why trade 
frequency appears low. EA can be optimized to increase trade frequency but at the expense of profitability and expectancy. The 
EA can be optimized and run effectively on lower times as well (15 Minute and 30 minute charts) to increase trade frequency.


• We suggest running the optimized EA on several pairs and time frames to increase trade frequency. This is shown in the chart 
below where the EA was run over the Hourly, 4 Hour and Daily time frames for the pair shown. We also recommend running the 
EA’s with the Trade Confirmation function turned ON, to allow the user to evaluate the trade set ups identified for other aspects 
associated with their trade plan.


• Please note that the EA has a Move to Breakeven function. There are several trades shown in back testing results which have 
closed at or very close to break even ($1-$2 profits or losses). These were not shown in the summaries. only trades which had a 
more substantial impact on capital. This means the trade frequency is higher than shown. Many of those break even trades could 
be profitable if the user incorporates some trade management once in the trade such as trailing stops or providing “buffers” into 
the move the break even.


• Optimization was done at 1% risk per trade.  Results shown are compounded within the backtest results for each pair in a time 
frame. The results  summary doesn’t take into account compounding by running multiple time frames for the same pair. This could 
have a significant positive impact on results over the backtest period.


• The result summaries below are for the Price Action Combination Expert Advisor for the pairs and time frames shown.
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